
EMPOWERING AND DELEGATING

Effective delegation empowers employees and benefits the organization. So why don't more leaders do it?.

For example, a situation ideal for delegation would be a period of crisis, or a busy office season or even when
a new leadership role is being filled. For example, a manager tasked with a recurring assignment, such as
organizing and presenting a monthly meeting for department heads, might reasonably want an employee to
take on some portions of that task. Employees may be unclear as to what empowerment actually means in
tangible terms. Of course, if it didn't get done, it was still your fault. Try to link decision-making and
delegating in a way so they have some input and involvement in this process. There is a tricky balance, here,
however. Gen Ys are effective delegators if they leverage the trust they have built with their teams by openly
sharing how increased responsibilities benefits employees, the team and the organization. As a manager, do
not allow a significant gap between employee and yourself to grow, as this gives off negative vibes. Genuine
and specific acknowledgement of milestone achievements will encourage more of them. Instead, he needed to
support his foreman by having employees go to him with these matters. Your perspective, and perhaps
position, may allow you to see more of the landscape; anticipate potential needs and acquire what's needed. If
someone is relatively new to the task, then a more directing role may suffice with regular reviews and
watchful support. Involving Workers in Decision Making 1. It may also create resentment: among the star
employees who wonder why they have to carry the workload for others in the group, and among other
employees who feel passed over for the most challenging and growth-oriented work. Gen Xers may be more
inclined to delegate, especially tasks or projects that they feel do not add value to their professional portfolio
or skills repertoire. I had definitely delegated. Six behaviors that turn delegation into empowerment To get us
out of the doldrums, I needed to put wind back in our sails. Specific 1. Delegation to empowerment Meeting
earlier operational challenges as a tactical leader had left me secure enough to share authority and
responsibility with my team, but not yet savvy enough to realize that didn't mean I could step away. Only
secure leaders give power to others.


